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Viscoplastic fracture transition of a biopolymer
gel†

Bradley R. Frieberg,a Ray-Shimry Garatsa, a Ronald L. Jones,a

John O. Bachert III,b Benjamin Crawshaw,b X. Michael Liub and Edwin P. Chan *a

Physical gels are swollen polymer networks consisting of transient crosslink junctions associated with

hydrogen or ionic bonds. Unlike covalently crosslinked gels, these physical crosslinks are reversible thus

enabling these materials to display highly tunable and dynamic mechanical properties. In this work,

we study the polymer composition effects on the fracture behavior of a gelatin gel, which is a

thermoreversible biopolymer gel consisting of denatured collagen chains bridging physical network

junctions formed from triple helices. Below the critical volume fraction for chain entanglement, which

we confirm via neutron scattering measurements, we find that the fracture behavior is consistent with a

viscoplastic type process characterized by hydrodynamic friction of individual polymer chains through

the polymer mesh to show that the enhancement in fracture scales inversely with the squared of the

mesh size of the gelatin gel network. Above this critical volume fraction, the fracture process can be

described by the Lake-Thomas theory that considers fracture as a chain scission process due to chain

entanglements.

1 Introduction

Controlling the fracture behavior of thermoreversible gels is
important in a wide variety of applications such as the encap-
sulation and release in liquid-filled gelatin capsules, the mani-
pulation of texture in gelled foods, as well as the stability of
scaffolds in tissue engineering. Recently, it has been shown that
the fracture behavior of gelatin gels is strongly deformation rate-
dependent1–3 that can be significantly enhanced by changing the
viscosity of the fluid medium.3 Unlike chemical gels that fracture
via chain scission because the crosslink junctions are covalent
in nature, Baumberger and coworkers suggested that the fracture
process for gelatin gels can be described by a viscoplastic type
process via chain disentanglement at the physical crosslinks
followed by hydrodynamic frictional sliding of these disentangled
chains out of ‘‘tubes’’ whose dimension is defined by the mesh
size (xM) of the gel network.

With this physical picture, a Dugdale-like cohesive zone
model was derived by considering that the crack opening
displacement at the fracture tip to be defined by the contour
length (l) of the polymer chain when a viscoplastic stress,
s(V) = so + svis(V), is reached. A quasi-static fracture energy

term is associated with chain pull-out (so), i.e. disentangled
from the physical crosslinks, and a rate-dependent term that is
associated with viscous drag of the disentangled polymer
chains through the polymer mesh (svis). The fracture energy
(Gc E s(V)l) was derived to scale as,

Gc � Go þ Gvis � sol þ bZV
l

xM

� �2

(1)

where b is associated with the geometry of the fracture tip,
Z is an effective viscosity of a polymer chain in the surrounding
solution and V is the fracture test velocity.

Baumberger et al.3,4 demonstrated the validity of eqn (1)
for gelatin gels but focused on the effects of polymer/solvent
friction on fracture for a specific gelatin composition. However,
this expression suggests that the structure of the polymer
chain, which defines both l and xM, can also be used to control
the fracture of a physical gel as it is well-established that xM can
be tuned simply by changing the gelatin concentration.
A natural question is whether the mesh size scales with the
prediction of eqn (1). If this is indeed the case, then are there
network structural length-scales that limit this viscoplastic
effect? In this work, we address these questions by studying
the effects of polymer network structure on the fracture behavior
of gelatin gels. We show that the fracture energy of gelatin gels is
strongly dependent on the volume fraction of the gelatin content.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that this enhancement in the
fracture energy does indeed scale with the mesh size of the gel
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up to a critical gel volume fraction, beyond which the gel fractures
via chain scission. We find that this critical gel volume fraction is
the entanglement concentration of the gel, which is experi-
mentally determined by studying the structure of the gelatin gels
via small-angle neutron scattering.

2 Results and discussion

For our experiments,5 gelatin gels were prepared by dissolving
gelatin pellets (bovine hide, Mn = 30.0 � 0.3 kDa, Mw = 308.7 �
3.2 kDa, provided from Pfizer Consumer Healthcare) in deionized
water at 70 1C for several hours to form a homogeneous solution.
The solution was then poured into a cylindrical mold to allow it to
equilibrate and solidify overnight at room temperature. To ensure
that the water content remains constant, the samples were
placed inside a water vapor saturated chamber until the various
measurements were conducted. Each sample was tested at
room temperature (T E 300 K) in the following day to minimize
the effects of aging on the mechanical property changes.
We vary the gelatin/water composition in order to control the
gelatin gel structure, and Table 1 summarizes the gelatin
volume fractions (f) investigated for this study.

We used contact mechanical testing (CMT) to measure the
elastic modulus (E) of the gelatin gels. CMT (Fig. 1a) measures
the stiffness of the gel by compressing it using a cylindrical
punch, with a diameter of 2a = 3 mm, at a fixed displacement
rate (V = dd/dt). For a semi-infinitely thick gel, the stiffness is
defined by the slope of the force ( p) vs. displacement (d) curve
(Fig. 1a). This slope is related to the elastic modulus as Dp/Dd =
2 %Ea where %E = E/(1 � n2) is the plane-strain elastic modulus
of the gel assuming a Poisson’s ratio n = 0.5. The results show
that E is independent of V (Fig. 1a), and we observe this rate-
independence of E for all f studied.

We used cavitation rheology (CR) to measure the fracture
energy (Gc) of the gelatin gels. CR (Fig. 1b)6,7 measures the
critical hydrostatic pressure (Pf) imposed by a syringe needle of
inner radius (r) at a constant volumetric compression rate
(E0.08 cm3 s�1)8 to cause the nucleation of a cavity, i.e., a
reversible process or a fracture, i.e., an irreversible process,
which can be discerned by the optical micrographs (Fig. 1b
inset). When a reversible cavity forms, CR is quantifying the

elasticity and interfacial tension (g) of the gel, Pf ffi
5

6
E þ 2g

r
. For

fracture, which occurred for all the gelatin gel formulations
investigated, Pf is related to Gc and r as,9

Pf �
pGcE

3

� �1
2 1

r

� �1
2

(2)

We attempted to quantify the interfacial tension of low
concentration gelatin solutions (r2 mass %) but found
that Pf is at or below the resolution of our CR instrument
thus suggesting that g is negligible for the fracture of our
materials.

We do not report the CR results for f = 0.33 because Pf

exceeded the pressure threshold of our CR instrument. By
measuring Pf at several r (Fig. 1a), we can then use eqn (2) to
calculate Gc.

Fig. 2 summarizes the CMT and CR results as a function
of f. E increases with f (Fig. 2a) and is consistent with the

Table 1 Summary of gelatin gels investigated in this study assuming
density of gelatin = 1.35 g cm�3

Mass % of gelatin Mass % of water f

5.0 95.0 0.038
7.5 92.5 0.057
10.0 90.0 0.076
12.5 87.5 0.096
15.0 85.0 0.116
20.0 80.0 0.156
25.0 75.0 0.198
30.0 70.0 0.241
40.0 60.0 0.330

Fig. 1 Representative mechanical testing results for a gelatin gel
(f = 0.038). (a) The elastic modulus (E) is determined from CMT. The test
involves compressing the gelatin gel with a cylindrical punch to measure
the stiffness (= Dp/Dd). The results show that E is independent of the
testing velocity (V). (b) The fracture energy (Gc) is determined using CR,
which measures the critical pressure (Pf) required to initiate fracture of the
gel (inset figure (2)). For each gel, we conduct CR at different needle
diameter (2r) in order to determine Gc. The error in measurement is less
than the size of the markers used unless explicitly shown using error bars,
which represent standard deviation of at least three measurements.
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prediction for a polymer network, consisting of flexible chains,
swollen in a solvent,10

E � Eo

f
9
4 for T 4 y

f
7
3 for T ¼ y

8><
>: (3)

where Eo E 1.87 MPa is the rubbery modulus of the dry gelatin
network (f = 1).10 The two scaling relationships describe a
percolated polymer system swollen either in a good (T 4 y) or
theta solvent (T = y). Since both scaling exponents E2.3, it is
difficult to determine the solvent quality of water in gelatin
simply by evaluating E vs. f.

The parameter GcEð Þ
1
2 obtained from CR serves as a descriptor

of the critical pressure for fracture that is normalized by the initial
cavity or flaw size as defined by r. In general, it shows an increase
with increasing f (Fig. 2b). We convert this parameter to Gc using
the E values to find that Gc is not a constant value for all f nor
does it increase in a monotonic fashion similar to E (Fig. 2c).
Instead, we can be separate the scaling between Gc and f into

2 distinct regions. For f t 0.08, we find that Gc E f2.4 and
reaches a maximum value of E60 J m�2 at f = 0.076. We note that
this power-law scaling for Gc, with a similar power-law exponent,
has been observed previously for different gelatin gels using other
fracture testing approaches.11,12 For fZ 0.156, Gc E f0.6, but the
values are significantly lower than that of the first region.

To understand the fracture behavior of these two regions,
we use small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) to characterize
the structure of the D2O swollen gelatin gels as a function
of f. The scattering intensity (I(Q)) vs. Q results (Fig. 3a)
are fitted using the correlation length scattering model,
I(Q) = A/Qm + C/(1 + (Qx)n) + B.13 The first term of this expression
is the Porod function describing the clustering of the gel
structure at large length-scales with the Porod exponent
m characterizing the fractal nature of the gel and B is the
incoherent background. The second term is the Lorentzian
function that characterizes the thermodynamics of the gelatin/
water system. Specifically, the Lorentzian exponent (n) is the
inverse of the Flory exponent (nF = 1/n)13 and x is the correlation
length of the polymer chains. Table 2 summarizes the fitting
parameters for the SANS results using this scattering model.

The correlation lengths presented in Table 2 quantify the
mesh size (xM) of the gelatin gels, and show a decrease in xM

with increasing f (Fig. 3a). Additionally, Table 2 indicates that

Fig. 2 Elastic modulus and fracture energy of the gelatin gels as a
function of the gelatin volume fraction (f). (a) Elastic modulus (E) vs. f as

measured by CMT. (b) Descriptor of fracture resistance, GcEð Þ
1
2, as a

function of f as measured by CR. (c) Gc vs. f. The error in measurement
is less than the size of the markers used unless explicitly shown using error
bars, which represent standard deviation of at least three measurements.

Fig. 3 SANS results of the gelatin gels. Scattering intensity (I) vs. scattering
vector (Q) of the gelatin gels dissolved in D2O. The circles are the
experimental results and the curves are the fits to the data using the
correlation length scattering model, I(Q) = A/Qm + C/(1 + (Qx)n) + B. Error
bars represent one standard deviation.
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nF, which is a measure of the solvent quality, changes with f.
For nF 4 0.5, water is a good solvent for gelatin for f r 0.08
whereas for f 4 0.08, nF E 0.5 and this is consistent with that
of a y-solvent. According to scaling relationships for flexible
polymers in solution,10,14 the chain dimensions should scale
with f and nF as,

x �
RF

f�

f

� �3
4
¼ b

v

b3

� ��1
4f�

3
4 for T 4 y

bf�1 for T ¼ y

8>><
>>:

(4)

where RF is the size of the gelatin chain in a good solvent,
b is the Kuhn length of the gelatin chain and v = (1 � 2w)b3 is
the excluded volume parameter.

We use eqn (4) to fit the results of Fig. 4a by considering
that the critical volume fraction (E0.08) is the critical volume
fraction (fe) that delineates a semi-dilute unentangled polymer
solution versus an entangled polymer solution. Intrinsic viscosity

measurements of gelatin solution show that [Z] = 0.45 dL g�1 thus
implying that all of the gelatin gels studied are above the overlap

concentration since c� ffi v

a3N
1
2b3
¼ 1:5

½Z� ¼ 0:033. This implies that

the overlap volume fraction, f* D 0.024, which is the critical
volume fraction that defines the crossover between dilute and
semi-dilute polymer solution regimes.15 The gelatin gel is con-
sidered an entangled polymer for f4 fe, whereas it is considered
to be an unentangled gel for f r fe.

The change in x vs. f as measured by SANS is schematically
represented in Fig. 4b and c. Experimentally, we find that gels
are formed across the entire range of f investigated. For f r
fe, x E xM since the SANS results show that nF 4 0.5 thus
excluding volume interactions are not screened. For f 4 fe,
nF E 0.5, which means that the chains are overlapped with
neighboring chains and x is no longer measuring the distance
between crosslinked junctions but rather portions of the chain
between entanglement points. We use the f4 fe region to find
that b E xf = 2.2 Å. To determine the Flory interaction
parameter (w), we use the f r fe region to find that

w � ð1� ðb=xÞ
4Þ

2
¼ ð1� ð2:2 Å=4:3 ÅÞ4Þ

2
¼ 0:466 thus confirming

that water is a good solvent for gelatin when f r fe.
Our proposed structural model is different from the pre-

viously proposed structural model for gelatin gels. Based on
rheological measurements, Joly-Duhamel and coworkers sug-
gested that the structure of gelatin gel is analogous to actin
gels, and consists of an entangled network of rigid rods that are
deformable at the flexible network junctions.16 If this was
indeed the case for our materials, the SANS results will show
I(Q) B Q�1 scaling yet Fig. 3a does not display such scaling.
Furthermore, Kratky analysis of the SANS results show that the
structure of our gelatin gels is not consistent with this rod-like
model (ESI,† Fig. S1). This is also supported by the CMT results.

For a polymer network with semi-flexible rods, E � f
7
5 since the

elasticity is now related to the bending energy of the rod.17

However, we find that E for our materials (Fig. 2) has a signi-
ficantly stronger f dependence for all gelatin gels investigated.
All of these results confirm that the structure of our gelatin gels
is consistent with a polymer network consisting of flexible
chains between crosslink junctions.

Now that we have established the scaling relationships of
the gelatin chains as a function of f, we now revisit the Gc vs.
f results (Fig. 2c). The Lake–Thomas theory18 is the classic
model used to describe the fracture energy of polymer gels,
Gc E GNU, where G is the areal density per unit area of the
polymer chains that crosses the fracture plane, G E x�2. N is the
number of monomers that are involved in the fracture process
when a covalent bond breaks as quantified by the bond dissocia-
tion energy, U. In addition to solvent quality, the presence of chain
entanglements, defined as Ne, will affect the scaling for N,

N �
f�

5
4 for T 4 y;NoNe

f�
4
3 for T ¼ y;N4Ne

8><
>: (5)

Table 2 Fitting parameters (m,n,x), with fitting uncertainties, and calcu-
lated nF values obtained from the SANS results using the correlation length
scattering model, I(Q) = A/Qm + C/(1 + (Qx)n) + B. The � values represent
one standard deviation in fitting uncertainties

f m n x (Å) nF = 1/n

0.038 2.47 � 0.18 1.66 � 0.02 47.9 � 8.7 0.60
0.057 2.64 � 0.08 1.72 � 0.03 38.6 � 2.5 0.58
0.076 2.95 � 0.04 1.91 � 0.03 31.0 � 0.9 0.52
0.096 2.88 � 0.04 1.85 � 0.04 20.9 � 1.1 0.54
0.116 2.93 � 0.03 1.94 � 0.04 15.6 � 0.6 0.52
0.156 3.07 � 0.03 1.97 � 0.04 14.3 � 0.5 0.51
0.198 3.15 � 0.01 2.00 � 0.02 10.8 � 0.1 0.50
0.241 3.10 � 0.02 2.00 � 0.03 8.1 � 0.2 0.50
0.330 3.16 � 0.02 1.87 � 0.05 5.6 � 0.2 0.53

Fig. 4 (a) Correlation length (x) vs. f of the gelatin gels. The curves are
fitted using the two scaling relationship as defined by eqn (4), which
depends on the solvent quality. Schematic representation of the gelatin
gel structure for (b) f r fe, and (c) f 4 fe.
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Substituting eqn (4) and (5) into the Lake–Thomas fracture
energy expression, we obtain the following based on schematic
of the gelatin structure presented in Fig. 4b and c,

Gc � GNU � U

b2

ð1� 2wÞ
1
2f

1
4 for f 	 fe

f
2
3 for f4fe

8><
>: (6)

We see that eqn (6) agrees well with the results of Fig. 2c for
f4 fe. Using the quantitative fracture energy expression of the

Lake–Thomas theory,19 we predict Gc ¼ ð27=8Þ
1
2Ub�2 � 22 J m�2

assuming the bond dissociation energy of a carbon–carbon bond
(U = 350 kJ mol�1) with b = 2.2 Å. This value is in excellent
agreement with the extrapolated value of Gc E 26 J m�2 at f = 1.

However, eqn (6) does not agree at all with the results of
Fig. 2c for f r fe both in terms of the absolute magnitude of
Gc as well as the scaling with f. This suggests that the Lake–
Thomas theory does not properly capture the mechanism of
fracture for these materials at low gelation concentration.

Recent works by Baumberger and coworkers3,4 demonstrated
the applicability of eqn (1) for describing the fracture behavior of
gelatin gels. Following chain pullout of the crosslink junctions as
described by Go, these disentangled chains then move through
the polymer mesh that can be effectively treated as tubes with
diameter xM. This can be viewed as a poroelastic process, where

xM ffi DcZ=Eð Þ
1
2.20,21 Dc is the cooperative diffusion coefficient of

the polymer chain in solution and Z is the solvent viscosity.22

Substituting this relationship and eqn (3) into eqn (1), the fracture
energy associated with this process is,

GvisðVÞ �
bVl2E
Dc

� 4bVl2kBT
Dcb3

f
9
4 (7)

The scaling prediction of Gvis B E from eqn (6) is consistent
with our results in Fig. 5 when f r fe, whereas there is no
correlation between Gc and E when f 4 fe. Since we are
studying the fracture behavior of one type of gelatin material
at a fixed deformation rate, l and Eo are fixed by the molecular
structure of the specific gelatin, while b and V can be treated as

constants defined by the CR testing conditions. Dc is the
remaining parameter this is concentration dependent. Depending
on whether a polymer solution is dilute or semi-dilute, Dc can
be independent of the polymer concentration (Dc B f0) or

concentration-dependent Dc � f�
3
4 to � f�1

� �
.22,23 Diffusion

measurements on gelatin solutions have demonstrated that Dc

can range from being concentration independent (Dc B f0)2 to

weakly concentration dependent Dc � f
3
10

� �
,24 thus Gvis can

scale from � f
9
4 to � f

51
20. The fact that Gc B f2.4 (Fig. 2c)

suggests that Dc � f
1
10 for our gelatin gels. A possible explana-

tion for this weak concentration dependence, given that f4 f*,
is the significant polydispersity (PDI E 10) of the gelatin
polymer. This polydispersity effect may also explain the broad-
ness in the transition of the fracture mechanisms for fe o fo
0.156 (Fig. 2c) in defining the specific value of fe. However, this
question is beyond the scope of the current study as under-
standing this broadness requires reducing the polydispersity
via fractionation of the polymer.

3 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrate that the fracture energy of
gelatin gels can be significantly enhanced by leveraging this
viscoplastic process. The entanglement concentration defines
the transition between this viscoplastic fracture mechanism
versus the chain scission mechanism of fracture as captured
by the Lake–Thomas theory. For f r fe, the gelatin gel is
considered to be below the chain entanglement solution
concentration and viscoplastic mechanism of fracture appears
to be the primary mechanism of fracture. For f 4 fe, the gel is
sufficiently concentrated such that the chains are entangled
with each other and the primary mechanism of fracture is
chain scission since these topological constraints prevent the
viscoplastic process.

There are several questions we will address in the future in
regards to gaining a better understanding of the viscoplastic
fracture model. The first is whether chain pullout of the cross-
link junctions occurs prior to the viscoplastic process since
there is likely a fraction of ‘‘free’’ chains that are not part of the
network that can already participate in this viscoplastic process
without having chain pullout to occur. The second is the
velocity dependence for eqn (7). Given that it is difficult to vary
V significantly using CR, we are developing other fracture tests
to investigate this velocity dependence for gelatin gels. The
third question is the application of this viscoplastic mechanism
of fracture to control the properties of gelatin gels and other
physical gels. Eqn (1) suggests that there are several materials
strategies to maximize this viscoplastic effect. One mechanism
is by adjusting Z. As demonstrated by Baumberger et al.,3 an
increase in solvent viscosity leads to a proportional enhancement
in Gc as it increases the hydrodynamic friction between the
polymer chain and the surrounding solvent. Thus future fracture
studies will be focused on studying the effects of incorporating

Fig. 5 Comparison of fracture energy (Gc) and elastic modulus (E) of the
gelatin gels. The error in measurement is less than the size of the markers
used unless explicitly shown using error bars, which represent standard
deviation of at least three measurements.
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viscous fluids to these gels. Another approach of enhancement is
to increase fe in order to extend the phase space where visco-
plasticity is dominant. This strategy is less straightforward com-
pared to the first one as this most likely requires designing new
polymer network architectures that can reduce chain entangle-
ments although new polymer architectures such as bottlebrush
networks25 can be potentially interesting.

Pertaining to gelatin gels used as liquid-filled capsules, the
release of the drug occurs when the gel ruptures due to an

internal pressure buildup. Thus GcEð Þ
1
2, which is effectively the

stress intensity factor, can be used as a descriptor of the rupture
resistance due to this applied pressure. The results in Fig. 2b
show that the contributions from elasticity vs. viscoplasticity on
the rupture resistance of a capsule will vary depending on the
specific gelatin concentration. Although the highest gelatin
content resulted in the highest measured value for the rupture
resistance and would suggest that one should focus on increasing
the elasticity of the gelatin to improve rupture resistance, our
results indicate that viscoplasticity can play a very significant role
in the rupture resistance of a physical gel especially when f E fe

or by modifying the elastic and fracture properties of the gel via
addition of viscous fluids.
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